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Abstract
Aim: Gross primary productivity (GPP) of vegetation is an important component of
the carbon balance of terrestrial ecosystems. With the development of science and
technology, there has been a proliferation of multiple GPP products, yet large uncertainties exist in the global GPP estimated by different GPP products. The objectives of
this study were to assess the uncertainty of 45 GPP products in 4 different categories
(machine learning, Fluxnet, light use efficiency, land surface model) and to perform an
attribution analysis.
Location: Global.
Time period: 2003–2010.
Major taxa studied: Terrestrial ecosystems.
Methods: The three-cornered hat (TCH) method was used to assess GPP uncertainty because it does not require a priori knowledge of the true GPP values. We also used generalized additive models to explore the contribution of different factors to GPP uncertainty.
Results: The results show that the magnitude of absolute uncertainty (AU) is generally
higher in the GPP high-value region and also indicate large spatial variability of relative
uncertainty (RU) among products. Deciduous broadleaf forest (20.2 g C/m2/year) and
deciduous needleleaf forest (27.2 g C/m2/ year) have lower uncertainty compared to
that of woody savanna (128.4 g C/m2/ year) and savanna (128.7 g C/m2/year). The
RU in machine learning (ML) products overall is low (average value = 14.3%), with
ORCHIDEE-CNP (weight = 4.19%), being more recognized by GPP products are more
consistent in the magnitude of spatial variability (similar in the standard deviations)
and more uncertain in spatial distribution patterns. Excluding the combined effects of
other factors, soil moisture (15.2%) and precipitation (8.3%) are the two factors that
contribute most to GPP uncertainty, indicating that focusing on water constraints is a
guarantee of GPP product quality.
Main conclusions: The TCH approach quantifies the uncertainty of GPP products well
and the spatial distribution pattern variability contributes more uncertainty compared
to the magnitude of spatial variability. Future GPP estimates could consider combining
the advantages of different GPP products to limit uncertainty.
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The three-cornered hat (TCH) method offers a new way to solve
this problem (Premoli & Tavella, 1993). The TCH method does not

Terrestrial vegetation absorbs carbon dioxide in the atmosphere

rely on true values and requires only three or more datasets, unlike

through photosynthesis, and the total amount of organic matter

traditional error estimation methods and can handle correlated data

assimilation produced by this process is called gross primary pro-

with appropriate constraints (minimizing global correlations). The

ductivity (GPP; Sims et al., 2006; Zhao & Running, 2010). Since

classical three-corner (TC) method assumes that any two groups in

the GPP in the biosphere is an important part of the carbon cycle,

the three datasets are independent of each other, that is the vari-

an accurate understanding of GPP is key to an in-d epth under-

ables are not correlated with each other, at which point the differ-

standing of the carbon balance of a region (Canadell et al., 2007;

ence between the three simulation time series and the variance

Wang et al., 2021; Yuan et al., 2011). Eddy covariance flux towers

corresponding to this difference can be estimated. A unique solution

limit the quantification of GPP on a global scale (Anav et al., 2015;

can be obtained by establishing the relationship between the dif-

Jung et al., 2019). The development of satellite remote sensing

ference of the known simulation time series and the variance of the

and terrestrial models provides opportunities to detect the tem-

unknown individual time series. However, when there are more than

poral and spatial changes of GPP (Pei et al., 2020; Yao et al., 2018;

three simulated time series, the variance of the known time series is

Zhang & Ye, 2021). The method used to measure GPP is the eddy

more than the variance of the unknown simulated time series, and a

covariance method, which is considered to be the method that

negative variance may occur based on the assumption that the sim-

most closely estimates the true value of GPP at present (Joiner

ulated time series are independent of each other.

et al., 2018; Jung et al., 2020; Xie et al., 2020). However, the

The TCH method, developed from the original TC method, can

available flux stations globally are sparsely and irregularly posi-

evaluate multiple sets of data products, and the randomness of the

tioned, with more sites in Europe and North America and fewer

estimation results decreases as the number of products involved

in other continents. The density and number of flux sites greatly

in the evaluation increases (ChaoLong et al., 2019; He et al., 2020;

affect the accuracy of GPP datasets based on flux towers (Barcza

Sjoberg et al., 2021; Xu & Zou, 2021). From the original approach

et al., 2009; Jung et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2020). Interpolation

(TC) of calculating uncertainty for only three independent datasets

techniques and weighting schemes also affect gridded GPP data

to the later development of multiple datasets multiple datasets con-

estimation. These factors exacerbate the uncertainty of GPP

sidering the correlation through global correlation minimization, the

products based on flux towers, especially in areas where flux tow-

TCH method has been more used in the field of geodesy and hydrol-

ers are sparse (Chen et al., 2011; Jung et al., 2020). At present,

ogy, and few studies have utilized it to evaluate the uncertainty of

new GPP products based on the principle of light use efficiency,

GPP products (Agutu et al., 2021; Fang et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2021;

machine learning algorithms, land surface models, and solar-

Xu et al., 2019). The TCH method has the advantage that it can es-

induced chlorophyll fluorescence (SIF) are also being developed

timate the uncertainty when there are correlation errors in various

(Anav et al., 2015; Bacour et al., 2019; Qiu et al., 2020; Wood

products (Long et al., 2014; Premoli & Tavella, 1993; Xu et al., 2019).

et al., 2017). With the increasing number of products, the prob-

This study aims to quantify the uncertainty among 45 sets of GPP

lem of spatial scale mismatch between data and the complexity

products using the TCH method and to consider multiple environ-

of the model lead to huge uncertainties in GPP estimates (Koffi

mental variables that explain the random error in multi-source GPP

et al., 2012; Schlund et al., n.d.; Wood et al., 2017). Quantification

products, including vegetation index, surface temperature, precipita-

of the uncertainty of GPP products is valuable for selecting those

tion, CO2 concentration, soil moisture, and solar radiation. Nonlinear

that are appropriate for carbon cycle research and for guiding fu-

relationships between factors and TCH-based uncertainty results are

ture GPP estimation research.

analysed using generalized additive models (GAMs) for uncertainty at-

Previous studies have analysed and evaluated the uncertainty of

tribution analysis. The quantification of uncertainties in various GPP

multi-source GPP data products at different time and space scales.

products is valuable for selecting appropriate GPP products for rele-

Most of the studies have used flux tower observations as the ref-

vant carbon cycle studies and guiding future GPP estimation studies.

erence (Anav et al., 2015; Beck et al., 2011; Qiu et al., 2020; Zheng
et al., 2019). This method is difficult to apply on a global scale, especially in areas where there are no data (such as Qinghai Tibet Plateau,
etc.). ‘Flux towers cover limited space and time ranges. Due to the
presence of representativeness and scale errors, reliable error esti-
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2.1 | Gross primary productivity products

mation of GPP data becomes complicated (Chu et al., 2017; Hargrove
et al., 2003; Sulkava et al., 2011). The problems to be solved are how

We preprocessed 45 sets of GPP data products that are widely used

to match the station data and grid data, how to quantify the repre-

internationally, mainly based on flux towers or satellite remote sens-

sentativeness of the flux tower, and how to evaluate the areas with-

ing observations, using statistical methods to calculate global GPP

out flux towers. These problems can be reduced to estimating the

and process-based carbon cycle models to simulate global-scale

absolute variance of multiple sets of simulated values in the absence

GPP (Albergel et al., 2017; Baker et al., 2008; Ekici et al., 2014; Goll

of true observations.

et al., 2017; Harper et al., 2016; Haverd et al., 2017; Hayes et al.,

|
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TA B L E 1 Auxiliary data information
Dataset

Name

Spatial
resolution (°)

Temporal
resolution

Temporal
coverage

Source

Precipitation

P

0.5

Monthly

1901–2019

Temperature

T

0.5

Monthly

1901–2019

CRUTS4.04 (https://catalogue.ceda.ac.uk/
uuid/89e1e3 4ec3554dc98594a5732
622bce9)

Carbon dioxide
concentration

CO2

2

Monthly

2000–2019

CarbonTracker CT2019B (https://gml.noaa.
gov/ccgg/carbontracker/)

Evapotranspiration

ET

0.5

Monthly

2000–2014

MOD16A2 (https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/produc ts/
mod16a2v006/)

Soil moisture

SM

0.5

Monthly

2003–2010

Ensemble average SM (Supporting Information
Table S1)

Solar radiation

SW

0.05

Monthly

1983–2018

SSR (https://data.tpdc.ac.cn/en/data/be562
de3-6367-4 02f-956d-59f7c21ad294/)

Normalized difference
vegetation index

NDVI

0.08°

16 days

1981–2015

GIMMS3g (https://ecocast.arc.nasa.gov/data/
pub/gimms/)

Land cover types

Vegetation
types

0.5

Yearly

2001–2020

MOD12Q1 (https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/produc ts/
mcd12q1v006/)

2011; Huang et al., 2011; Jain et al., 2013; Jiang & Ryu, 2016; Jules,

To obtain GPP uncertainty for different vegetation types, this

1998; Jung et al., 2011, 2019; Kato et al., 2013; Keller et al., 2017;

study used the MOD12Q1 dataset (Xiyan & Channan, 2018), which

Krinner et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2016; Lawrence et al., 2019; Li &

is the land cover data classified by the International Geosphere-

Xiao, 2019; Li et al., 2011; Madani et al., 2014; Oleson et al., 2010;

Biosphere Programme (IGBP). We selected 12 vegetation types

Peng et al., 2013; Post et al., 2001; Running & Hunt, 1993; Running

(with vegetation cover): evergreen broadleaf forest (EBF), mixed for-

et al., 2004; Schaefer et al., 2008, 2009; Sitch et al., 2003; Smith

est (MF), deciduous broadleaf forest (DBF), woody savanna (WS),

et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2019; Tian et al., 2015; Woodward et al.,

evergreen needleleaf forest (ENF), permanent wetland (PW), decid-

1995; Yuan et al., 2010; Zaehle & Friend, 2010; Zhang et al., 2017,

uous needleleaf forest (DNF), cropland (CRO), savanna (SAV), open

2019; Zhao et al., 2005; Zeng et al., 2005). We further classified

shrubland (OS), grassland (GRA) and closed shrubland (CS).
Further information about the auxiliary data can be obtained

these GPP data products into four categories: light use efficiency
(LUE), machine learning (ML), Fluxnet (NGT, representative upscal-

from Table 1.

ing based on FLUXNET2015) and land surface model (LSM). The
time resolution of almost all products is monthly data, except for
MOD17A2, GLASS, LUEopt, GOSIF and PML, which are 8 days. The

3
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spatial resolution of NGT is 4 km and MOD17A2 is 1 km. The spatial resolution of ML products, multiscale synthesis and terrestrial

This study mainly used two methods. The first is based on the gen-

model intercomparison project version 1 (MsTMIP) products and

eralized TCH method to assess the uncertainty of 45 GPP data prod-

CLASS, JULES and ORCHIDEE-CNP is 0.5 degrees and that of other

ucts. The other used a GAM to construct a nonlinear model of GPP

products is 0.05 degrees (Supporting Information Figure S1).

and used seven factors to attribute the uncertainty of GPP.

We preprocessed each product so that all had uniform specifications. The spatial resolutions were all resampled to 5 degrees and the
temporal scale were all set to monthly values. The uniform unit is as
2

g C/m /month. Since the common coverage years of all products are

3.1 | Uncertainty evaluation based on the
generalized three-corner hat (TCH) method

2003 to 2010 inclusive, we analysed the GPP uncertainty in this period.
It is known that the TCH method does not require a known true refer-

2.2 | Auxiliary data

ence value to evaluate the uncertainty of more than three simulated
sequences (Tavella & Premoli, 1994). In this study, the uncertainty of
GPP was analysed on a pixel-by-pixel basis, and each pixel can ex-

This study utilized the following auxiliary data: precipitation (P), tem-

tract N different GPP estimation sequences, which can be expressed

perature (T), carbon dioxide concentration (CO2), evapotranspiration

as: {GPPi}i=1,2,…,N, where i corresponds to different products and N is

(ET), soil moisture (SM), solar radiation (shortwave, SW), and normal-

the number of products. Each GPP simulated sequence can be ex-

ized difference vegetation index (NDVI). We preprocessed all auxil-

pressed as:

iary data into monthly-scale 0.5-degree gridded data for use in the
attribution analysis with the GPP data.

GPPi = GPPtrue + 𝜀i , ∀ i = 1, 2, … , N

(1)

4
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where GPP true is the true value of GPP and ε i is the error of the

of the differences between each GPP product. The SNR is calculated as the ratio of the ensemble average EM to the standard devia-

ith simulated sequence.
Since the true global continuous gridded values were not available, one of the simulated sequences was chosen as the reference.
The choice of the reference product does not affect the uncertainty
results estimated by the TCH method (Awange et al., 2016; Koffi

tion SD calculated for all GPP products. This study used the EM as
a reference.
First the ensemble average EM is calculated by using the average
of all GPP products.

et al., 2012). The difference series between the rest of the simulated
sequences and the reference are calculated.

EM =

yi = GPPi − GPPref = 𝜀i − 𝜀ref , i = 1, 2, … , N − 1

(2)

N
1∑
GPPi
N i=1

(6)

where GPPi is the GPP time series.
where GPPref refers to the GPP product selected as the reference, and
N – 1 sequences' of differences are put into the following matrix.
⎡ y
⎢ 11
⎢ y
21
Y =⎢
⎢ ⋮
⎢
⎢ y
⎣ M1

y12

⋯

y22

⋯

⋮

⋱

yM2

⋯

y1(N−1) ⎤
⎥
y2(N−1) ⎥
⎥
⎥
⋮
⎥
yM(N−1) ⎥⎦

In addition, the standard deviation SD used to analyse the spatial
variability among GPP data products was calculated as:

SD =

[(
)
(
)
(
) ]1
k1 − 1 S12 + k2 − 1 S22 + … + kn − 1 Sn2 2

(3)

k1 + k 2 + … + k n

(7)

where n is the number of samples; k is the sample size; and Sn is
the standard deviation of the nth sample. The signal-to-noise ratio
is expressed as:

where M is the number of time series for each product. The covariance matrix of the difference sequences can be expressed as:
⎡ s
11
⎢
⎢ s
21
S = cov(Y)⎢
⎢
⋮
⎢
⎢ s
⎣ (N−1)1

s12

⋯

s1(N−1)

s22

⋯

s2(N−1)

⋮

⋱

⋮

s(N−1)2

⋯

s(N−1)(N−1)

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

SNR =

EM
SD

(8)

3.3 | Generalized additive model (GAMs)
(4)

Generalized additive models (GAMs) can be used to solve complex
nonlinear response relationships and represent a class of nonparametric smooth regression frameworks for a set of response variables
from a family of exponential distributions (e.g., normal, exponen-

where cov() is the covariance operator and S(si,j) is the variance or

tial, Poisson, binomial, negative binomial, etc.; Marques et al., 2019;

covariance estimate between different GPP products and the ref-

Solanki et al., 2017). The generalized form is shown as:

erence product. Introducing the unknown noise covariance matrix
between the individual product and the true value R (R ij = cov(ε i, ε j),

( )
( )
( )
( )
g 𝜇 Y = 𝛽 0 + f1 X1 + f2 X2 + … + fn Xn

(9)

ε can be obtained from Equation 1, which is a symmetric matrix), its
relationship with S can be defined as:
S = J ⋅ R ⋅ JT

where fn (X n) is a function of the nonparametric and the response
(5)

variable Y obeys some distribution in the family of exponential distributions (not restricted to normality). g(μY ) represents a function
of the conditional mean of the response variable Y (exponential,

The square root of the diagonal values of R({rii} i=1,2,…,N) is con-

Poisson, binomial, negative binomial, etc.), also known as the link

sidered to be the TCH uncertainty of GPP. The ratio of TCH un-

function. The purpose of this function is to transform the condi-

certainty to the time series mean value is the relative uncertainty

tional means of various types of non-normal exponentially distrib-

(RU), which can be used to compare more intuitively the uncer-

uted families of response variables into the normal distribution, to

tainties derived from the TCH method. A more detailed descrip-

establish a nonparametric sum response relationship with the inde-

tion of the TCH method is in Supporting Information Appendix S1.

pendent variable. The connection function is specified as a differ-

In this study, we also defined the difference between the 25th and

ent formula depending on the actual distribution of the response

75th quantile values of the 45 sets of GPP products as the abso-

variable Y. Because GAMs are function-based rather than variable-

lute uncertainty (AU).

based, they are not constrained by the assumption of linearity in regression, which requires that the predictor and outcome variables

3.2 | The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

move in a straight line. In addition, unlike neural networks, in GAMs
it is possible to isolate and study the influence of various functions
on the prediction of results. We used the mgcv package (https://

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR; Awange et al., 2016; Hawkins &

cran.rproject.org/web/packages/mgcv/index.html) of the R lan-

Sutton, 2011; Kim & Park, 2016) helps to understand the uncertainty

guage (Ihaka & Gentleman, 1996) to realize this function.

|
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et al., 2021; Slevin et al., 2017). Different products have various hypothetical estimates for diverse vegetation types as well as complex

4.1 | Spatial distribution of GPP uncertainty and
weights

topography and multiple vegetation nesting, leading to a high degree
of variability in the results.

4.1.1 | Absolute uncertainty (AU) of 45
GPP products

4.1.2 | Relative uncertainty (RU) of 45
GPP products

The average annual GPP distribution of the 45 sets of products
is shown in Supporting Information Figure S2. All products have

This study calculated the TCH uncertainty for 45 sets of GPP prod-

a similar spatial distribution, with high values in low latitudes and

ucts and used the RU to compare differences between GPP prod-

gradually decreasing toward high latitudes. The standard deviation

ucts. The RU of the 45 GPP products was then further calculated

values are higher in the peak area of GPP, and overall the differ-

separately for each of the 12 vegetation types.

ences are greater in the Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern

Overall, the distribution of global RU (Supporting Information

Hemisphere. For longitude, the standard deviation of GPP is largest

Figure S3) within the GPP product categories is similar for ML and

around 60°W (Figure 1).

LUE. RU for ML products is low and VPM is slightly higher in LUE

This study quantifies the difference between the 75th and

products, mainly in the south-east of North America and north-east

25th quartiles of the 45 GPP datasets from 2003–2010 as the AU

of South America. NGT shows a high RU, which may be related to

(Figure 2). The AU ranges from 0.02 to 248.19 g C/m2/year. The

its being a principle of amplification using flux tower site represen-

global AU is higher at low latitudes and lower at high latitudes and

tation, because of the sparsity of flux sites with limited spatial rep-

in northern Africa. Higher uncertainty is also found in south-eastern

resentativeness. By contrast, the spatial distribution patterns of RU

2

North America and south-eastern Asia (>200 g C/m /year). This is

for LSM products vary widely, with JULES showing a high RU, which

due to the higher GPP values in these regions and therefore the con-

may be partly related to the overestimation of the dataset, espe-

sequent larger differences in GPP of the 45 GPP products.

cially in the tropics. In addition, previous research also showed the

We calculated the GPP AU for different vegetation types
2

2

limitations of JULES in seasonal variation (Slevin et al., 2017; Zhang

(Figure 3). The AUs of DBF (20.2 g C/m /year), DNF (27.2 g C/m /

& Ye, 2021). BIOME-BGC and CMIP6 show high RU in the Amazon

year) and OS (44.8 g C/m2/year) are relatively small, with mean val-

basin, while products with high RU in high latitudes are BIOME-BGC,

ues of less than 50 g C/m2/year, while the AUs of WS (128.4 g C/

CLM5, DLEM and ORCHIDEE.

m2/year) and SAV (128.7 g C/m2/year) are high, with mean values
2

The RU of the different products showed variations across vege-

of over 100 g C/m /year. For the distributions, DBF, PW and GRA

tation types (Supporting Information Figure S4). The median RU of the

are more concentrated, while the AUs of ENF, CRO and CS show

ML products was less than 25% for each vegetation type, except for

great spatial variability. ML products use vegetation remote sens-

DBF and WS. NGT is more uncertain in EBF (median value = 52.5%)

ing data, such as leaf area index or vegetation index, to distinguish

compared to other products. The RUs of BIOME-BGC (ENF: 66.3%,

different vegetation types (Jung et al., 2020). The LUE product is

PW: 77.8%) and JULES (ENF: 84.7%, PW: 88.8%) in ENF and PW are

based on the assumption that different ecosystems are driven by

higher. The RU of each product is low in DNF and CS, except for TEM6

different major climate factors (Bao et al., 2022). LSMs for different

(DNF: 75.5%) and LPX-BERN (DNF: 53.6%, CS: 74.6%). The RU for

vegetation types are generally created by changing the model struc-

each set was at a low level (less than 50%) for most of the vegetation

ture or setting different parameters (Barman et al., 2014; De Pue

types and was high for a small number of vegetation types.

F I G U R E 1 Average distribution of
annual average gross primary productivity
(GPP) for 45 GPP products including mean
and standard deviation (SD) distribution of
latitude and longitude.

6
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F I G U R E 2 Spatial distribution of
absolute uncertainty [AU, the difference
between the 75th and 25th quartiles of
the 45 gross primary productivity (GPP)
data products] in global GPP (g C/m2/
year).

F I G U R E 3 Statistics on the distribution
of gross primary productivity absolute
uncertainty (GPP AU; g C/m2/year) of
different vegetation types (combined
boxplot and violin plot, ‘–’: median; ‘*’:
mean). EBF, evergreen broadleaf forest;
MF, mixed forest; DBF, deciduous
broadleaf forest; WS, woody savanna;
ENF, evergreen needleleaf; PW,
permanent wetland; DNF, deciduous
needleleaf forest; CRO, cropland; SAV,
savanna; OS, open shrubland; GRA,
grassland; CS, closed shrubland.

Figure 4 shows that the median values of global RU for all prod-

weight is the inverse of TCH estimated the error-covariance. It can

ucts are mostly less than 30%, except for NGT (41.5%), LPJ-wsl

be expressed as the credibility of a single grid. The higher the weight

(37.0%), LPX-BERN (38.0%) and JULES (46.1%). Median RU ranges

(%), the better the product's performance in the region. The global

from 12.9% to 46.1% for 45 sets of GPP products. The mean values

average weight of each product was calculated, with ORCHIDEE-

of ML products are lower (average value = 14.3%), and the median

CNP found to have the largest weight (4.19%), followed by ISBA-

values of ISAM (16.1%), SiB3 (16.1%), SiB3-C ASA (14.5%), ISBA-

CTRIP (3.38%). The average weight of ML products is 1.52%, with

CTRIP (16.9%) and BESS (16.4%) are lower in the LSM products.

MTE highest at 2.6%. The weights of LUE products are relatively

The average RU of LUE products is 19.9%. The RU of LSM products

similar, with an average of 1.19%. The average weight of LSM prod-

ranges from 14.5 to 46.1%. Furthermore, examination of the quar-

ucts is 1.54%, ranging from 0.27 to 4.19%. In high-latitude areas,

tile distances shows that BIOME-BGC (difference = 37.5%), LPJ-wsl

MTE, MODIS, ISBA-C TRIP, SDGM and TRIPLEXGHG are weighted

(43.2%), LPX-BERN (43.3%) and JULES (57.2%) have larger quartile

more than other GPP data. ML products are assigned a greater

distances, almost twice as large as those of the other products, sug-

weight in Australasia than other countries.

gesting greater spatial variability in the RU of GPP, possibly due to

We calculated the average weights of different vegetation types

the complexity of the models and the influence of the input data and

and found that the relative contributions of the different GPP prod-

model parameters.

ucts varied (Supporting Information Figure S6). MTE (33.7%), CMIP6
(31.1%) and ORCHIDEE (28.6%) have the largest weights for the 12
vegetation types combined. CMIP6 performed better, especially in

4.1.3 | Weight of each GPP products

DBF (4.9%), except for slightly worse performance in MF (1.7%), DNF
(0.9%), OS (1.6%) and CS (1.4%). ORCHIDEE has the highest weight in

Using the TCH approach, we calculated the weights of the differ-

EBF (3.8%) and GRA (8.4%), and ISBA-C TRIP has the highest weight

ent products on each grid (Supporting Information Figure S5). The

in DNF (4.5%). The weight distribution of each set of products in MF

|
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F I G U R E 4 Gross primary productivity relative uncertainty (GPP RU) (%) boxplot for each set of products.

is relatively consistent, and the weight of ML products is relatively

footprint and the input dataset (Jung et al., 2009, 2020). Eddy covari-

larger. LUE products have a similar higher weight in DNF.

ance flux footprints are typically less than 3 km2 and vary with wind

Despite significant advances in current observational techniques

speed, wind direction and atmospheric stability (Tan et al., 2006).

and modelling theory, a high degree of uncertainty remains in global

While LSM models differ significantly in the way they use input data

and regional GPP estimates (Barman et al., 2014; Ryu et al., 2019;

and describe processes, the identification and parameterization of

Zhang & Ye, 2021). The magnitude of GPP estimated globally var-

relevant processes appear to be the main sources of uncertainty in

ies considerably across models, and interannual variability and

terrestrial vegetation carbon flux modelling (Knorr, 2000; Sjöström

trends also differ considerably among models (Anav et al., 2015;

et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2009). Comprehensive quantitative assess-

Cai et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2018). Most of the previous studies

ments of global uncertainty across multiple GPP products across

conducted comparative or uncertainty analyses within the category

categories have rarely been performed.

of GPP products. Uncertainties in the LUE GPP products and other
satellite-based model datasets are lower at high and mid-latitudes,
but higher in the tropics (Ryu et al., 2011; Yuan et al., 2014; Zheng

4.2 | Time variation of GPP uncertainty

et al., 2019). For example, the MODIS GPP product underestimates GPP in tropical evergreen forests, while the reEC-LUE model

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is used to measure the consistency of

overestimates it, because of the higher uncertainty of fraction of

the time-scale between GPP data products and the ensemble mean

absorbed photosynthetic active radiation/leaf area index data in

(EM) (Figure 5). A higher value of SNR indicates that the EM is a reli-

tropical regions and cloud contamination (de Almeida et al., 2018;

able representation of the GPP product and vice versa. This study

Zhao et al., 2005). In addition, the LUE products takes into account

concluded that the GPP product can be represented by EM when

the stress of environmental factors, such as solar radiation, tempera-

the SNR is greater than 1. In general, GPP products have better

ture, water availability, and vegetation index, but the environmental

consistency on annual (average SNR = 2.01) and monthly (average

constraints of each model are quite different, which is the main rea-

SNR = 3.67) scales which other timescales had lower consistency,

son for the spatial and temporal differences in GPP estimates (Bao

especially in tropical rain forest areas, subtropical monsoon areas,

et al., 2022; Zheng et al., 2020). Uncertainty in the ML GPP model

and areas at 50°N latitude in Eurasia. This is because tropical rain

may be caused by a scale mismatch between the eddy covariance flux

forest areas, subtropical monsoon areas and Europe have a great
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number of flux towers. And the Siberian region is distributed with

similarity between ALL (18.4 g C/m2/year) and the EM was observed

deciduous coniferous forests, which have less absolute uncertainty.

on the annual scale. JSBACH (22.1 g C/m2/year) defines the upper

From a seasonal perspective, June–July–August (JJA) has bet-

limit of annual spatial pattern variability. Except for GTEC (8.2 g C/

ter consistency compared with other times (average SNR = 1.73),

m2/month), the pattern of the spatial distribution of monthly val-

and the spatial distribution pattern is roughly similar with the year

ues is more consistent with EM for all products. The spatial distri-

and month. The consistency of March–April–May (MAM; average

bution pattern variability is greater in JJA for CLM5 and JULES than

SNR = 1.50) and September–October–November (SON; average

for the other seasons, while the other products showed the least

SNR = 1.48) at 50°N latitude to small. December–January–February

spatial variability in JJA. The standard deviation of monthly values

(DJF; average SNR = 1.01) only maintains good consistency in trop-

was highest for CLM4VIC (1.58 g C/m2/month) and CLM4 (1.48 g C/

ical rain forest areas, and the SNR of the mid-high latitudes of the

m2/month), and lowest for LPJ-GUESS (0.54 g C/m2/month) and RS

Northern Hemisphere is less than 1. This indicates that the con-

(0.64 g C/m2/month). The standard deviations of the seasons almost

sistency with EM of GPP products may be related to hydrothermal

overlap, except for the large variation in JJA. ML products have more

conditions, and regions with better hydrothermal conditions have

consistent uncertainty across temporal scales. Large variability ex-

stronger consistency.

ists in JJA relative to other seasons.

Spatial variation pattern correlation statistics of GPP products
with EM (reference) for different temporal scales were calculated
(Figure 6). We used correlation coefficients and centred root-mean-

4.3 | Drivers of uncertainty in GPP

square errors to characterize the magnitude of correlation of spatial distribution patterns, and standard deviations to indicate the

To explore the sources of these uncertainties, we modelled and cal-

spatial variability. The uncertainty of GPP products is reflected in

culated the results of TCH with relevant environmental factors using

the fact that the spatial distribution pattern varies more than the

a GAM (Supporting Information Figure S7). The individual variance

magnitude of spatial variability. The correlation coefficients and

contribution rates for the seven factors ranged from 2.4 to 87.3%.

central root mean square errors differed significantly between tem-

Overall, NDVI and precipitation are the two most important factors

poral scales, while the standard deviations were relatively similar.

that can explain the uncertainty in GPP, with an average rate of 57.3

In terms of correlation coefficients, the monthly scales have the

and 59.8%, respectively. The overall impact of CO2 on GPP uncer-

highest correlation, all above .8, and the NGT has the smallest at

tainty is not significant. In terms of individual variance explained,

.81. This is followed by JJA, but JULES has the lowest correlation

ORCHIDEE had a greater sensitivity to temperature with a 71.9%

of .51. In terms of the central root-mean-square error, the highest

contribution. RS and VEGAS are more sensitive to temperature,

F I G U R E 5 The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 45 gross primary productivity (GPP) products to the ensemble means at different temporal
scales. (a) Annual; (b) monthly; (c) March–April–May (MAM); (d) June–July–August (JJA); (e) September–October–November (SON); (f)
December–January–February (DJF).
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F I G U R E 6 Correlation statistics of spatial distribution patterns between gross primary productivity (GPP) products and ensemble mean
(EM; reference) at different temporal scales. (a) Correlation coefficients; (b) centred root-mean-square errors: annual; (c) centred root-mean-
square errors: monthly and seasonal; (d) standard deviations. MAM, March–April–May; JJA, June–July–August; SON, September–October–
November; DJF, December–January–February.

evaporation, and solar radiation than the rest of the products. The

For ML products, RS was most greatly influenced by T and was not

LUE product is less affected by NDVI, which may be because the

much affected by NDVI and P. While other ML products were more

LUE product fully considers the characteristics of vegetation. The

affected by SM and P, and CRUNCEPv6 was most affected by P. This

uncertainty of LSM products was most significantly differentiated

may be related to the fact that ML products are constrained by the

by the magnitude of soil moisture, which may also be due to the dif-

input climate data. GOSIF is most significantly affected by T, with

ferent methods of simulation and estimation of soil moisture among

the cumulative variance going from 20.1 to 47.2% directly after T

models.

was added. The rest of the LUE products are more influenced by

To understand the contribution of each factor to uncertainty

SM. VPM is also strongly influenced by P. NGT saw a linear increase

simultaneously, the cumulative contribution of the seven variables

in the cumulative variance contribution after the addition of SR and

to the relative uncertainty of the 45 GPP products was calculated

SM, rising to 53.2 and 74.5%, respectively. VEGAS of MsTMIP in the

(Figure 7). The rate of explanation of these factors for the deviations

LSM products are most affected by T and showed a decrease in the

were calculated when the influence factors were added one by one.

variance explained after the final addition of P, indicating that P had
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F I G U R E 7 Cumulative variance contribution of gross primary productivity relative uncertainty (GPP RU). ML, machine learning; LUE,
light use efficiency; T, temperature; ET, evapotranspiration; SM, soil moisture; SW, shortwave (solar radiation); NDVI, normalized difference
vegetation index; P, precipitation; LSM, land surface model; MsTMIP, multiscale synthesis and terrestrial model intercomparison project
version 1.
less influence on it. For the rest of the LSM-MsTMIP products, ex-

et al., 2014; Wei et al., 2017). Different LUE models select different

cept for CLM4VIC, which was most significantly affected by P, SM

combinations of environmental factors and therefore introduce un-

had the largest contribution, followed by P. Among the remaining

certainty. In simple terms, the most direct uncertainty in the LUE

LSM products, ORCHIDEE was most influenced by T. The rest were

approach is that of the forcing data. Previous studies have shown

also dominated by SM (14.8%) and P dominated by. SM and P are the

that the water stress algorithm produces greater variation between

two most important factors among the sources of uncertainty in the

models compared to the temperature factor (Cai et al., 2014; Yuan

estimation of GPP products.

et al., 2014). Therefore, the difference in GPP for the LUE model

To understand the drivers of GPP uncertainty, it is important to

may be attributable to model differences in quantifying water stress.

first understand how GPP values are estimated for each GPP prod-

The large uncertainties in LSM products are related to the dif-

uct. The ML product is trained to perform local GPP estimation of

ferent sensitivities of the simulated terrestrial carbon cycle pro-

the flux tower measurements using a machine learning algorithm.

cesses to changes in climate and atmospheric CO2 . It is well known

Candidate predictors covering climatic and biophysical variables

that the inputs to the model, the parameters of the model and the

such as vegetation type, observed temperature, precipitation, and

structure of the model are the main sources of uncertainty (Long

radiation, as well as absorbed photosynthetically active radiation

et al., 2014; Luo et al., 2011; Piao et al., 2013). It has been shown

(FAPAR) fractions from satellites, are then used to drive the global

that the interannual variation of model output global GPP is not

model to derive gridded GPP estimates (Beer et al., 2010; Jung

significantly correlated with temperature, but is mostly controlled

et al., 2009, 2011). Its uncertainties are mainly the measurement un-

by annual precipitation (Jung et al., 2011; Piao et al., 2009, 2013).

certainty of the eddy covariance flux, the uncertainty of the global

GPP data products show only weak sensitivity to CO2 at the global

predictor variables, and the sampling bias driven by the inhomoge-

scale, and it has been suggested that the effect of CO2 fertiliza-

neous distribution of eddy covariance flux sites, which are numerous

tion on vegetation productivity may be overestimated because

in temperate regions and few in tropical regions (Zhang & Ye, 2022).

the models ignore the limitation of N (Bonan & Levis, 2010; Wang

Some GPP estimates lack consideration of the cumulative effect of

et al., 2022; Zaehle & Friend, 2010).

soil moisture (Jung et al., 2020; Piao et al., 2013; Yao et al., 2018).
LUE products are empirical models that define GPP as the prod-

Water availability is closely related to carbon uptake because
plants continuously lose water through stomata during photosyn-

uct of FAPAR and LUE. The LUE is determined by the sensitivity

thesis (Knorr, 2000; Niu et al., 2017). Low soil moisture on its own

function of the environmental factor (fx) (Bao et al., 2022; Madani

can reduce annual photosynthesis estimates by up to 40% (Stocker
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et al., 2018). The fundamental driver of canopy photosynthesis is

missions-and-measurement s/produc ts/MOD17A 2/;

solar radiation. Radiation plays a key role regionally, but contrib-

are

utes less globally (Niu et al., 2017; Ryu et al., 2019). Vegetation

ate_of_global_gross_primar y_produc tion_for_reproducing_its_long-

indices also play an important role in regulating ecosystem GPP,

term_variation_1982-2017/8942336/2; LUEopt data are available

and these indices are positively correlated with GPP, but individ-

at: http://files.ntsg.umt.edu/data/Optimum_LUE/GPP/; GOSIF data

available

at:

GLASS

11

data

https://figshare.com/articles/Improved_estim

ual ecosystems are still more vulnerable to environmental factors

are available at: http://globalecology.unh.edu/data/GOSIF-GPP.

(Forkel et al., 2013; Huete et al., 2002; Xiao et al., 2005). In gen-

html; VPM data are available at: https://figshare.com/collec tion

eral, the uncertainty in terrestrial ecosystem GPP is still largely

s/A_global_moderate_resolution_dataset_of_gross_primar y_produ

dependent on changes in environmental drivers, particularly soil

ction_of_vegetation_for_2000-2016/3789814; the MsTMIP GPP

water and precipitation.

data are available at: https://nacp.ornl.gov/mstmipdata/; the TRENDY
GPP data are available at: http://dgvm.ceh.ac.uk/; BESS data are
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available at: http://environment.snu.ac.kr/bess_flux/#wpcf7-f1200
-p1207-o1; PML data are available at: https://github.com/kongdd/
PML; CMIP6 data are available at: https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/searc

The purpose of this study was to assess and analyse the uncertainty

h/cmip6/; the CRU data are available at: https://catalogue.ceda.

of global GPP data products and their influencing factors. For this

ac.uk/uuid/89e1e34ec3554dc98594a5732622bce9; CarbonTracker

purpose, the error variance of the GPP time series was estimated

CT2019B data are available at: https://gml.noaa.gov/ccgg/carbo

on a grid-scale using the TCH method to quantify the spatial and

ntracker/; MOD16A2 data are available at: https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/

temporal variability characteristics of uncertainty for 45 sets of GPP

produc ts/mod16a2v006/; the soil moisture data: GLDAS are avail-

products. A GAM was used to uncover the sources of GPP uncer-

able at: https://ldas.gsfc.nasa.gov/gldas/; GLEAM data are available

tainty. In general, the spatial distribution of AU shows larger val-

at: https://www.gleam.eu/g/carbontracker/; ESA CCI data are avail-

ues of uncertainty in areas with high values of GPP, while RU has

able at: https://esa-soilmoisture-cci.org/; RSSSEM data are available

higher values in areas with sparse distribution of flux towers. ML

at: https://doi.pangaea.de/10.1594/PANGAEA.940004; SSR data

products have less RU, and MTE and CMIP6 have a high acceptance

are available at: https://data.tpdc.ac.cn/en/data/be562de3-6367-

in GPP products. GPP products have higher consistency at annual

402f-956d-59f7c21ad294/; GIMMS3g NDVI data are available at:

and monthly scales and higher uncertainty in JJA. The proportion

https://ecocast.arc.nasa.gov/data/pub/gimms/; MOD12Q1 data are

of uncertainty in the spatial distribution pattern among GPP prod-

available at: https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/produc ts/mcd12q1v006/.

ucts is higher, while the uncertainty in the spatial variability is lower.
Soil water and precipitation made the highest contributions to un-

ORCID

certainty estimates of GPP, indicating that moisture is an important

Aizhong Ye

https://orcid.org/0000-0002-5272-134X

regulator for GPP and needs to be focused on when estimating GPP.
This study contributes to the understanding of the uncertainties of
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